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ABSTRACT
The upper bound limit theorem has been used here to study the

limit load of spherical shell under ring load. A closed form
solution for the limit load has been found. A series of
experiments was performed with different sizes and different
thicknesses of the spherical shell under different diameters of ring
loads. Good agreement was found between the theory and the
experimental results.

INTRODUCTION
The space grid joint connects many bars of the space grid,

which is usually made of a spherical shell with the ratio of
diameter to thickness of about 30-40 . Loads from bars are ring
loads, either tension or compression. Tan and Yang [1] used
experimental data to get an empirical solution statistically, and
they also proved experimentally that damage of the spherical
shell joint depended on a single bar load, mainly controlled by
compression load. Zhang [2] simplified the classical elastic shell
equations and analyzed the shell under concentrated loads as an
arch on an elastic foundation. By making the maximum stress in
the shell less than the allowable stress, Zhang [2] obtained a
solution for the bearing capacity of the joint This study uses the
method of shell limit analysis by Qian [3] to study the problem.
From the limit analysis of a spherical shell under ring load, a very
simple, closed form equation is proposed here. The equation is
found to be consistent with experimental results.
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THEORETICAL MODEL
From many experimental results, we assume the damaged

mechanism of the joint is as shown in figure 1.

Figure 1 Analytical model
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The displacement can be expressed as

.a+l,, r

(1)

thickness of shell, in a<r<a+l, one can take V/J 2 -r 2 / V * 2 - a 2

= 1. At the same time, omitting the term of 1/R2, one has
A

(4')

With the coordinate system shown in figure 1, the strain
displacement relations are [from 4]: and
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STRAIN OF THE SHELL
Substituting Eq. (1) into (2) and (3), one obtains
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Due to die fact that the distance between two plastic hinges has
the same order as the shell thickness, that is one to three times the

(2)

(3)

(4)
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From the above two equations, the principal strain can be
expressed as

(6)
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ENERGY RATE CALCULATION
From Qian [3], the energy rate per unit area can be expressed

as

A/2

Jt= (7)
kn

where t is the energy rate per unit area; <Tt is the yielding stress of
the material; and h is the thickness of the spherical shell.
Calculating each term separately:

Energy rate of e^
From Eq. (6), we know that ei<0 when r<2a+l; and Cj>0 when

r>2a+l. Henceforth, e i is negative when r is in (a, a+l). Thus

at! A/2
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(8)
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Energy rate of e2

Let CT = 0, we have z coordinator of neutral axis.

——f—
ifcos a

(a+l-r)(r-a) -

From this equation, we know that C2<0 when Z<ZQ: C2>0 when

Z>ZQ. Ifwe set zo = ±h /2 . then

, I, 4a(a+/)±2flf tcos2a
_

As mentioned above, / is of same order as h. Therefore,
considering 2Rhcos2a>/2, we have

4a(a+l)±2Rhcos2 a ̂

Henceforth, Eq. (9) has no root for z 0 = h/2, while for ZQ = -h/2
the roots are

r i =
2a+l,. \. 4a(a+l)-2Rhcos2a

r2=-

2

2a+l,

(2a+lf

(2a+l)2

(10)

It is easy to show that rj S a and r2Za+l. The energy rate per
unit area due to 62 is

h =

(11)

r 4 r

Integrating over r

r2 = J2mldr

Energy rate of e 1 +e 2

Similar to e2, the energy rate of e[+e2
 c a n ** written as

( a + / ) 2 / + — / c o s 4 a }

Energy Rate of Plastic Hinges
The energy rate of plastic hinges can be expressed as

(13)

(14)

where P is the external ring load.

To use the upper bound theorem of limit theory, we need the
total internal energy rate. Summing Eqs. (8), (12), (13), and (14),
the total internal energy rate is

(15)

l- (6a4 +
? cos a

12a3/+ 10a2/2 +4a/3 + / 4 +3R2h2 cos4 a ) ]+

The total external energy rate is not difficult to determine and

V=PA-

By applying upper bound theorem, T=V, we have

P2gt+2P-g2=0,

when:

(16)

(17)
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+ 10a2/2 +4o/J +lA +3R2h1 cos4 a)
6fi/Jcos2a

(18)

Solving Eq. (17) yields

(19)

This is the formula for bearing capacity of a spherical shell
under ring loading. Since there is a variable / contained in gi
and gi in Eq. (19), we must choose the length between the two
hinge cycles in such a way that it minimizes the load capacity P.
To get a closed form, we first expand -yjl+gigi into a
polynomial series:

Omitting the higher order terms, Eq. (19) becomes

(20)

The length of the plastic region should minimize the value of P.
By solving

§=»•

we can get the corresponding lmin. Then substituting back to Eq.
(19) or (20), we obtain the solution for the limit load of a
spherical shell under ring load.

COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Table 1 is a comparison of experimental results with the results

calculated using Eq. (19).
It is apparent that the calculated results from equation (19) are

very consistent with the experimental results. If the ratio of the
diameter of the shell to the diameter of the loading pipe is less
than 1/3, the difference between the theoretical value here and the
experimental value is within 10%.

Note that, although equation (19) is derived by the upper bound
theorem of limit analysis theory, the experimental results in table
I are not always less than the values from equation (19). The
reasons may be many. One possible reason is that the thicknesses

TABLE

Spherical
Shell
Diameter x
thickness
(mmxmm)
D280x8
D260x8
D300xl0
D280xl0

D180x5
D200x6
D220x8
D300x8
D180x6
D200:;6
D220x5
D280xl0
D160x5
D400xl6

1 Comparison of analytical results with
experimental results

Loading
Pipe
Diameter x
thickness
(mmxmm)
090x4
<t>60x5
<J>100xl5
0108x12

060x4
076x4
075x4
0130x16
060x4
075x4
075x4
0108x10
060x4
0130x11

Value by
(19)

(xlO3kg)
45.18
20.90
50.49
68.95

18.79
34.30
38.10
81.01
21.92
33.18
26.22
72.04
21.21

123.08

Experimental
Values

(xl(Pkg)
42.0
30.0
57.5,67.0
72.7,71.0,
62.8,56.8
17.4, 17.5,17.8
30.0.28.0,27.5
40.0,39.0
62.0,64.5
24.5
24.5,25.3
23.3,22.0
62.8,56.8
19.1,18.9

126.0

of the spherical shells are not uniform due to manufacture
process, while the thicknesses used in equation (19) are always
taken to be 0.86 times the plate thickness, from which the
spherical shells were made. When the load is applied to thick
part, the test limit load could be higher than that from equation
(19) and vice versa. Many other factors, such as experimental
uncertainties, material deviation and others, can also contribute to
the difference.

CONCLUSION
A very simple closed form solution has been derived from the

upper bound theorem of limit analysis of shell structure. The
solution has been proved to be consistent with experimental
results. However, if using the equation for a structure other than
a space grid joint (for which the equation is intended to be used
for), one should be careful not to apply the solution to a case with
a larger ratio of load radius to shell radius. In such a case, the
assumed damage mechanism might not reflect the real damage
form of structure. For a space grid joint, this ratio is always less
than 1/3. In this case, the limit load from equation (19) agrees
well with test data.
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